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Abstract-The rapid solution of surface interpolation and other
regularization problems on massively parallel architectures is an im
portant problem within computer vision. Fast relaxation algorithms
can be used to integrate sparse data, resolve ambiguities in optic flow
fields, and guide stereo matching algorithms. In the past, multigrid
techniques have been used in order to speed up the relaxation. In this
paper, we present an alternative to multigrid relaxation which is much
easier to implement and more generally applicable. Our approach uses
conjugate gradient descent in conjunction with a hierarchical (multi
resolution) set of basis functions. The resulting algorithm uses a pyr
amid to smooth the residual vector before the new direction is com
puted. We present simulation results which show the speed of
convergence and its dependence on the choice of interpolator, the num
ber of smoothing levels, and other factors. We also discuss the rela
tionship of this approach to other multiresolution relaxation and rep
resentation schemes.

Index Terms-Computer vision, conjugate gradient descent, hier
archial basis functions, multigrid relaxation, muItiresolution methods,
regularization, surface interpolation, visual reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ISUAL surface interpolation [1] is an important
component of low-level vision algorithms. It allows

spare information-such as that obtained from feature
based stereo or motion-to be fused into a continuous vi
sual surface. Surface interpolation is just one of a number
of low-level vision algorithms that have been formalized
using the theory or regularization [2], [3]. Other problems
that have been studied using this formalism include scale
space stereo [4] and depth-from-motion [5].

The discrete formulation of surface interpolation and
other regularization problems leads to the solution of a
very large number of sparse linear equations (or equiva
lently, the minimization of an energy functional com
posed of many local energy terms). These equations map
naturally onto massively parallel architectures such as the
Connection Machine [6], [7], where each processor rep
resents one node (variable) in the discrete formulation.
Although iteration algorithms can be used to solve this
system of equations, the convergence of these algorithms
towards the true solution can be extremely slow. To speed
up the convergence, multigrid techniques have been used
successfully [8], [9]. Conjugate gradient descent and
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adaptive Chebychev acceleration methods have also been
investigated [10], [11].

Recently, Yserentant devised a new relaxation tech
nique which combines elements of both multigrid relax
ation and conjugate gradient descent [12]. His approach
uses a set of hierarchical basis functions, which are more
global than the usual nodal basis set. This allows the al
gorithm to converge in 0 (log n) steps (where n is the
number of nodes), rather than the usual 0 (n ). The hier
archical basis function representation is similar to the
multiresolution pyramidal representations used in image
processing [13].

In this paper, we extend Yserentant's approach to a
wider variety of problem domains (such as piecewise
continuous thin plate models) and interpolants. We also
develop an efficient version of the conjugate gradient al
gorithm which only requires a single sweep up and down
a multiresolution pyramid. This algorithm works well in
practice, is easy to implement, and can be applied to other
problems such as 3-D surface modeling [14].

We begin this paper in Section II with a review of sur
face interpolation and other regularized problems and their
discrete formulation. In Section III we present hierarchi
cal basis functions, along with efficient parallel algo
rithms for converting between the hierarchical and nodal
representations. In Section IV we review the usual con
jugate gradient descent algorithm and present our new al
gorithm which uses smoothing of the residual to acceler
ate convergence. In Section V we show how to extend our
algorithm to incorporate hard constraints on some of the
surface points (this is used when true interpolation is de
sired). In Section VI we present some graphical examples
of the new technique in action and numerical examples of
convergence rates. In Section VII we discuss the advan
tages of the new approach over multigrid relaxation and
discuss its relationship to other concurrent multigrid al
gorithms [15], [16]. We conclude that our new algorithm
yields significant speedups over single-resolution relaxa
tion techniques and is well suited to massively parallel
architectures.

II. SURFACE INTERPOLATION

Surface interpolation, or visible surface reconstruction,
has been one of the most intensely studied problems in
low-level computer vision [1], [17], [18], [19]. It plays a
central role in the construction of a continuous 2~-dimen-
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sional (2~-D) sketch from sparse visual data [20]. The
solution techniques used in surface interpolation can often
be applied to other low-level vision problems such as op
tic flow computation [21] and shape from shading [22].

A. The Variational (Continuous) Problem

The problem of interpolating a two-dimensional surface
through a set of data points is usually underconstrained,
i.e., there are many possible surfaces which pass through
the given points. One way of resolving this problem is to
heuristically choose a good interpolating algorithm, e.g.,
to triangulate the domain and use piecewise linear patches.
Another possiblity is to cast surface interpolation as an
optimization problem, e.g., to maximize the smoothness
of the surface while minimizing the error of the fit to the
data points. This latter approach, which is called varia
tional spline fitting [23], is the one we examine here.

To formally characterize the optimization problem, we
use regularization theory [24]. This mathematical tech
nique imposes a weak smoothness constraint on the pos
sible solutions. The functional to be minimized

is the weighted sum of two terms: the data compatibility
constraint (,d (f; {Pi}) and the smoothness constraint
(,s( f)· The regularization parameter A is used to adjust
the closeness of the fit between the surface and the data.
Regularization has recently been applied to a wide range
of problems in low-level computer vision [2], [9].

The data compatibility constraint measures the distance
between the collection of depth values {Pi} = {( Ui, Vi,
di ) } and the interpolated surface f (u, v) using an energy
measure

(,d(f; {Pi}) =! I; wi(f(Ui, Vi) - di)2 (2)
I

where the weights Wi are inversely related to the variance
of the measurements (Wi = ai-

2
). This weighting of the

data allows us to take into account the inherently uncer
tain nature of visual depth measurements [25].

The smoothness constraint (or stabilizer in regular
ization theory) is a functional or norm of feu, v) that
encodes the variation in the surface. Two examples of
possible smoothness functionals are the membrane model

f,s (f) = ! ~ ~ (f~ + f;,) du dv,

which is a small deflection approximation of the surface
area, and the thin plate model

(" (f) = ! ~ ~ (f~u + 2f~I' + f~/!) du dv,

which is a small deflection approximation of the surface
curvature (the subscripts indicate partial derivatives) [3].
These two models can be combined into a single func
tional

f,s(f) =! ~ ~ p(u, v) ([I - r(u, v)] [f~ + f;,]

+ r(u, v) [f~u + 2f~I' + f~"l} du dv (3)

where p(u, v) is a rigidity function, and r(u, v) is a
tension function. The rigidity and tension functions can
be used to allow depth (p ( u, v) = 0) and orientation
( r ( u, v) = 0) discontinuities.

To see the effects of using various smoothness con
straints, consider the nine data points shown in Fig. lea).
The interpolated solution using a membrane model is
shown in Fig. l(b). Note how the surface has visible peaks
and dips corresponding to the location of the data points.
In practice, the membrane interpolator is not sufficiently
smooth for visual surface interpolation. The interpolated
solution using a thin plate model is shown in Fig. l(c).
This model may sometimes prove to be too smooth, but
is often a good choice. The controlled-continuity spline is
shown in Fig. led). Note that a depth discontinuity has
been introduced by hand along the left edge and an ori
entation discontinuity along the right. I

B. The Discrete Problem

To minimize (1) we apply the finite element method,
which provides a systematic approach to the discretization
and solution of variational spline problems [17] . We dis
cretize f (u, v) on a regular rectangular fine-grained mesh
of nodal variables. The advantage of such a representa
tion is that it is independent of the location of the data
points. We can thus add more points or combine data from
different resolutions without changing the algorithm. It is
also easier to represent discontinuities and local variations
in smoothness in this form. The regular fine-grained na
ture of the mesh leads naturally to simple local parallel
algorithms which can execute on a massively parallel ar
ray of processors. 2

Using a triangular conforming element for the mem
brane and a nonconforming rectangular element for the
thin plate [17], we can derive the energy equations

Ep(x) = i (2:: [(Xi+l,) - xi,l + (Xi,) + 1 - Xi,)/] (4)
"j)

for the membrane (the subscripts indicate spatial position)
and

= ~h2 I; [(Xi+lj· - 2xij· + Xi-Ij/
- (i,)) , , ,

2
+ 2(Xi+ 1,)+ 1 - Xi,) + I - Xi+ I,) + Xi,))

(5)

for the thin plate, where h = Idu I = Id v I is the size of
the mesh (isotropic in u and v). These equations hold at
the interior of the surface. Near border points or discon
tinuities some of the energy terms are dropped or replaced
by lower continuity terms [25]. The equation for the data

'The problem of automatically detecting discontinuities and creases in
surfaces is an important problem that has been extensively studied in the
field of computer vision [26], [18], [3], (27) but one that we will not ad
dress in this paper.

'The alternatives to our fine-grained discretization include finite ele
ments defined over a data-dependent triangulation of the domain [28], (29)
and kernel splines [30), Nonregular or adaptive grids could also be used to
give increased resolution where needed,
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Fig. 1. Sample data points and interpolated solutions: (a) sample data
points, (b) membrane interpolant, (c) thin plate interpolant, (d) con
trolled continuity spline (thin plate with discontinuities and creases).

C. Determining the Solution

In principle, the solution to (10) can be found using
either direct or iterative numerical methods. Direct meth
ods [31] are impractical for solving large systems asso
ciated with fine meshes because of excessive storage re
quirements. 3 Iterative methods [32], on the other hand,
do not require any additional storage and are amenable to
parallel implementations (see [33] for a survey of iterative
methods applied to computer vision). The problem with
straightforward relaxation schemes such as Gauss-Seidel
[32] is that they are very slow to converge (Fig. 2). More
sophisticated algorithms such as conjugate gradient [34]
can give better performance (Fig. 3), but may still not be
fast enough. Multigrid techniques [8], [35] have been ap
plied successfully to many computer vision problems [9].
However, they are tricky to implement and require a fairly
smooth solution to be effective (Section VII). What we
present next is an alternative multiresolution technique
that uses a different set of basis functions for the finite
element discretization.

where

compatibility energy is simply

Ed(x, d) = ! ~ Wi,j (Xi.j - di )2, (6)
(t,j)

III. HIERARCHICAL BASIS FUNCTIONS

The discrete equations we developed in the previous
section were obtained by using nodal basis functions,
which have local support [34]. This makes the computa
tion of the discrete equations easier (more uniform), and
results in a set of sparse equations, which are essential for
a massively parallel implementation. An alternative to
these nodal basis functions are the hierarchical basis
functions developed by Yserentant [12]. In this approach,
the usual nodal basis set x is replaced by a hierarchical
basis set y. Certain elements of the hierarchical basis set
have larger support than the nodal basis elements, which
allows the relaxation algorithm to converge more quickly
when using the hierarchical set.

Consider the problem of representing a one-dimen
sional function on the interval [0, 4] using 5 nodal vari
ables. If we used linear interpolation, the set of 5 nodal
basis functions would be as shown in Fig. 4(a). Here,
each basis function is a triangle function of extent 2 (ex
cept for the end functions, which are half-triangles). The
hierarchical basis for this same domain would be the set
of 5 functions shown in Fig. 4(b). Here, the basis func
tions are grouped into levels, with the functions at the
higher (coarser) levels having a larger extent.

We can easily convert between the nodal basis repre
sentation x (a 5 element vector) and the hierarchical nodal
basis y with a simple linear (matrix) transform

(7)

(9)

where x is the vector of nodal variables, i.e., x = {f(hi,
hj ) }. The stiffness matrix As is extremely sparse, having
at most 13 entries per row. Similarly, the data constraint
in (2) can be written as

with Wi,} = di.} = 0 at points where there is no input data.
If we concatenate all the nodal variables {Xi.j } into one

vector x, we can write the prior energy model as one
quadratic form

where d is a zero-padded vector of data values, and the
diagonal matrix Ad has entries Ci where data points coin
cide with nodal variables and zeros elsewhere.

Using (7) and (8), we write the combined energy (1) in
discrete form as

x = Sy. (11)

and c is a constant. This energy function has a minimum
at x = x*, the solution to the linear system of algebraic
equations

Ax = b. ( 10)

Because of the structure of the basis function, the matrix
S can be decomposed into a series of sparse matrices

(12)

Other low-level vision problems which are formulated
using regularization result in a similar set of equations.

3For an N x N image, we require D(N 3
) storage and D(N4

) operations
for a direct solution.
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Fig. 2. Gauss-Seidel relaxation example after (a) I iteration, (b) 10 iter
ations, (c) 100 iterations.

where L is the number of levels in the hierarchical basis
set. Each of the component matrices SI interpolates the
nodes at level I + 1 to level I and adds in the nodes cor
responding to the new leveL

For our 5 point example, we have

Fig. 3. Conjugate gradient relaxation example after (a) I iteration, (b) 10
iterations, (c) 100 iterations.

and
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Fig. 4. Nodal and hierarchical basis functions. (a) NodaL
(b) HierarchicaL

The columns of S give the values of the hierarchical basis
functions at the nodal variable locations. Note that while

3 1 I
4 2: 4

S SI S2
1 I
2: 2:
I I 3
4 2: 4

some of these basis functions may have global extent, the
column of the component matrices SI are of fixed size
(e.g., for our I-D linear interpolant, at most 2 off-diago
nal element of a column of SI are nonzero, while for a
2-D bilinear interpolant, at most 9 entries are nonzero).

In his paper, Yserentant uses recursive subdivision of
triangles to obtain the nodal basis set. The corresponding
hierarchical basis then consists of the top-level (coarse)
triangulation, along with the subtriangles that are gener
ated each time a larger triangle is subdivided. Linear in-
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We also use the adjoint of this operation

procedure S T

for I = I to L - I
for i E mIl

for} E mi

x(}) = x(}) + w(i;})x(i)

in the conjugate gradient descent algorithm that we de
velop in the next section. For completeness, we can also
define the inverse mapping

procedure S - I

for I = I to L 
for i E mIl

for} E mi

xU) = xU) - wU; j) xU)
end S-l

Fig. 6. Hierarchical basis representation of Fig. l(d).

and its transpose

procedure S - T

for I = L - I down to I
for i E mIl

for} E mi

xU) = xU) - wU;}) xU)
end S -T,

although neither will be used in our implementation.
These mapping algorithms are easy to code (once the

interpolation functions have been implemented) and re
quire very few computations to perform. On a serial ma
chine, each procedure uses 0 (n) operations (multiplica-

\
\
\

/
/

/

/
/

/
fine (I = 1) /

/
/

/
/

/
!~---?--r----?'---r-~'---r------J!I'-----"/

/, jI-~'--~~'----~--jIi'----+--jIi'-T---1I

end S

Fig. 5. Multiresolution pyramid. The circles indicate the nodes in the hi
erarchical basis.

terpolation is used on a triangle each time it is subdivided.
In this paper, we generalize this notion to arbitrary inter
polants defined over a rectangular grid. Each node in the
hierarchical basis is assigned to the level in the multires
olution pyramid where it first appears (the solid dots in
Fig. 5). This is similar to the multiresolution pyramid
[36], [37], except that each level is only partially pOpu
lated, and the total number of nodes is the same in both
the nodal and hierarchical basis sets. To fully define the
hierarchical basis set, we select an interpolation function
that defines how each level is interpolated to the next finer
level before the new node values are added in. An ex
ample of the hierarchical basis representation for the sur
face previously presented in Fig. led) is shown in Fig. 6.
In this representation, nodes that are coincident with
higher level nodes have a zero value.

The resulting algorithms for mapping between the hi
erarchical and nodal basis sets are simple and efficient.
We use

medium (I = 2)

coarse (I = 3)

procedure S
for I = L - I down to I

for i E mIl

for} E mi

xCi) = xU) + wU;}) xU)

to convert from the hierarchical to the nodal basis set. In
this procedure, which goes from the coarsest level (I =
L) to the finest (I = I), each node is assigned to one of
the level collections mIl. Each node also has a number of
neighboring nodes mi on the next coarser level that con
tribute to its value during the interpolation process. The
w(i; }) are the weighting functions that depend on the
particular choice of interpolation function (these are the
off-diagonal terms in the 81 matrices).
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tions and additions), where n is the number of nodes. This
is because each of the local basis functions (the columns
of 5/) are either the identity (no operation) or have fixed
(constant) support.4 Thus, while the basis functions in 5
can have global support, the hierarchical structure of 5
allows us to use efficient 0 (N) recursive algorithms to
compute the basis transforms. On a parallel machine,
o (L) parallel steps are required, where L :5 log4 n is the
number of levels in the pyramid. This is the same number
of steps as is needed to perform the global summations
(inner products) used in the conjugate gradient algorithm.
Note that although we have defined the hierarchical basis
over a pyramid, it can actually be represented in the same
space as the usual nodal basis and the transformations be
tween bases can be accomplished in place.

The hierarchical basis set allows us to minimize exactly
the same energy as the one we derived from the discreti
zation on the finest grid. Substituting x = 5y into (9), we
obtain the new energy equation

INodal basis conjugate gradient descent I Hierarchical basis conjugate gradient descent

a if k :::: 0, use do =:: fa in step 4. O. if k :::: 0, use do :::: fa in step 4b.
1. r. = b- Ax. la. r. b - Ax.

lb. r. STb _ (ST AS)y. = ST r•
lc. i" Srk :::: SSTrk

2. {3(.' rfAdk _ 1 = I"r. 'Wk_l 2. {3(.' fie' Wk_l :::: i k • Wk_l

31 {3. {3f:/o.f-, 3. {3. {3f:/o.f-,
4a d. rio - t3k dk _ 1

4 d. rio - I'kdk_l 4b d. s<h :::: fit - ,B/ocl k _ 1

5. w. Ad. 5a w. Ad. = ASd.
5b W. (ST AS)d. = STW.

6 o.f diAd. = d. ·w. 6. o.f die .Wit. = die . WI!:

7 0.[;' dk'I"1e 7. 0.[;' all: .ric = die . ric

8( 0.. afjaf 8. 0.. o:~ /o.f
9a Y/e+l y. + o..d.

9. xk+l Xk+o:/crl/e 9b. Xk+l SYHI :::: Xk + D:krlk

10. increment k , loop to l. 10. increment k, loop to lao

ensures that dIAd k _ 1 :::: 0 We could also use
{3. = d.· d./d._, . d._I (Fletcher-Reeves method) or
{3. = (d. - d._,)· d./d._ 1 • d._I (Polak-Ribiere method)

minimizes L':!.E(x + ad) = ~a2dTAd - adT r

Fig. 7. Algorithms for nodal and hierarchical basis conjugate gradient de
scent.

IV . CONJUGATE GRADIENT DESCENT

41n other words, since the size of the neighborhood set :J[i does not
change with the level, and each node i is in exactly one level set mIl' the
number of operations is at most kN multiplications and additions, where k
= maXi card (:J[i) is fixed.

where the ' identifies the hierarchical basis vectors and
matrices. The advantage of minimizing this new equation
is that the condition number of the matrix A is much
smaller than that of the original matrix A [12] (see Section
VI-B). This means that iterative algorithms such as con
jugate gradient will converge much faster [34].

Unfortunately, the A matrix is not as sparse as the orig
inal matrix A, so that a direct minimization of (13) is not
practical. Instead, as we will see in the next section, we
use the recursive mapping algorithms Sand S T in con
junction with the original matrix A and vector b to com
pute the required residuals and inner products.

will make the new and old directions conjugate. Having
selected a direction db we choose the optimal step size ctk

so as to minimize /lE(Xk + ctkdk)' This involves com
puting the product of the sparse matrix A and the direction
db and computing the inner product of the resulting vec
tor Wk and dk • On a fine-grained parallel architecture, the
matrix operation is computable in time proportional to the
size of the molecules in A (e.g., 13 for the thin plate),
and the inner product summation is computable in log n
steps using a summing pyramid.

For a quadratic energy equation such as (9) or (13), the
conjugate gradient algorithm is guaranteed to converge to
the correct solution in n steps, in the absence of roundoff
error. As we mentioned in the previous section, however,
we can obtain much faster convergence to an approximate
solution if we minimize the energy expressed using the
hierarchical basis (13) instead of the original energy (9).
The resulting algorithm is shown in the right column of
Fig. 7. In this algorithm, we update the state of the hier
archical basis vector Yk by computing the residual vector
h and direction vector dk • To implement the matrix mul
tiplications Adk and AYb we use the mapping operations
Sand S T before and after the matrix product with the orig
inal sparse matrix A. In the process, we convert the quan
tities dk and Yk into the nodal representations dk and Xk'

This implementation thus uses two calls to S and two calls
to S T to compute the required quantities for the conjugate
gradient descent.

Inspection of the algorithm shown in Fig. 7 shows that
it can be simplified to reduce the number of mappings
required. We note that in steps 6 and 7 the quantities ct~

and ct f (the numerator and denominator of ctk ) can be
computed just as easily using the regular nodal basis rep
resentation. Upon reflection, this is not surprising, since
once the direction dk (or the equivalent dk ) has been se
lected, the size of the step must be the same independent
of which representation is used. Similarly, in step 2 we
can replace the inner product rk + I . Wk + I with the inner

(13 )

Conjugate gradient descent is a numerical optimization
technique closely related to steepest descent algorithms
[34], [38]. At each step k, a direction dk is selected in the
state space, and an optimally sized step is taken in this
direction. In steepest descent, the direction is always equal
to the current negative gradient of the function being min
imized. In conjugate gradient descent, we modify this di
rection so that successive directions are conjugate with
respect to A, i.e., dk + I Adk = O.

A description of the usual (nodal basis) conjugate gra
dient descent is shown in the left column of Fig. 7. We
first compute the residual rb which is the negative gra
dient of the energy. We then find the value of (3k+ I that
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product Tk + I . Wk + I, where f k+ I = SSTrk + I is the
smoothed residual vector. 5

If we now use step 4b instead of 4a and use 9b instead
of 9a, we obtain an algorithm that is nearly identical to
the original conjugate gradient algorithm. The only dif
ference is that we now smooth the residual vector rk + I

using a sweep up (S T) and then back down (S) the pyr
amid to obtain the vector f k + I, This smoothed vector dic
tates the new direction. The resulting algorithm is called
the untransformed preconditioned conjugate gradient
method [34]. We can further reduce the amount of com
putation at each iteration by replacing la with

rk = rk-I - (Xk-,Adk- b

where A dk _ I was already computed at step Sa of the pre
vious iteration [34].

V. HARD CONSTRAINTS

One of the attractions of the energy-based framework
for surface interpolation presented in this paper is that we
can accommodate both soft (spring-like) and hard (inter
polating) data constraints. To implement a hard constraint
at node i, we set Wi = a i-

Z in (2) to a very large number.
Unfortunately, this increases the condition number of the
A matrix, and slows down the convergence of gradient
descent algorithms such as conjugate gradient and hier
archical conjugate gradient (an example of this is given
in the next section).

One possibility for circumventing this is to re-write the
set of linear equations Ax = b, replacing the ith row with
the simple equation Xi = d i . In the process of doing this,
however, the symmetry of the A matrix is destroyed, and
we can no longer minimize the old energy equation. In
stead, we must minimize the squared residual IAx - biz.
The convergence of the conjugate gradient algorithm now
depends on the condition number of A TA, which is larger
than that of the original matrix [34].

Another possibility is to partition the set of variables x
into free variables XI and fixed variables (constants) Xz.
We set the fixed variables to the desired values at the be
ginning of the program, and never change them subse
quently. Let P be the matrix which permutes the nodes so
that XI and Xz are separated

IXI] IPIX] = Px
Lxz Lpzx

(note that P T = P -I ). We can then rewrite the energy
equation (9) as

E(xz) = ~ [xi xI] l~f2 ~~]l:J

- [xi xI] l:J + c (14)

'Note that even though we are using a smoothed residual vector to select
the direction, we are still guaranteed to be minimizing the same energy.
The smoothing only affects the condition number of the A (Hessian) matrix,
and hence the asymptotic rate of convergence.

519

where

IA~I A l2 ] = PApT and Ibl ] = Pb.
LA l2 An Lbz

The residual (negative gradient) of the new energy equa
tion is

rl = bl - (Allxl + Al2x2), = Plr,

i.e., we simply sample the residual from the original
equation at the free variables. In practice, when using
conjugate gradient it suffices to zero out the components
of the residual and direction vectors that correspond to
fixed variables.

When using the hierarchical basis approach, however,
we cannot directly apply this simple technique. If we use
the same set of basis functions as before (represented by
the interpolation matrix S), we find that each hard con
straint maps into a linear equation in y. Once again, we
can no longer use a direct energy minimization approach.
To overcome this problem, we partition the set of hier
archical variables into free variables YI and fixed variables
Y2' The easiest way to do this is to make the hierarchical
variables coincident with the fixed nodal variable be fixed.
We can thus write YI = PlY and Yz = pzy·

Since some of the hierarchical basis variables are now
fixed, we have to modify the interpolation matrix S so that
the fixed nodal variables are computed using only fixed
hierarchical variables. Again, the easiest way to accom
plish this is to equate the two sets of variables, Yz = Xz.
The interpolation equation now has the form

where

l~11 :IZ] = PS'pT.

To compute the new interpolation matrix S', we change
the rows in the St matrices corresponding to fixed vari
ables to be unit vectors.

This change in the interpolation matrix (and hence the
basis functions) is easy to implement in practice. In terms
of the mapping algorithms presented in Section III, we
simply remove the fixed nodes from the ;)lit sets (or
equivalently, we set wei, j) to zero if node i is fixed).

Using the new interpolation matrix, we can rewrite the
energy equation in the hierarchical variables (13) as

1 [TST TST T]E(yz) = 2 Y I II + Yz IZ Yz

IAI; AI:]ISIIYI + Sl2Yz] (IS)
LA IZ An Lyz

(16)
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Fig. 9. Hierarchical conjugate gradient (L = 4) relaxation example after
(a) 1 iteration, (b) 10 iterations. (c) 100 iterations.

Fig. 8. Algorithm convergence as a function of L: controlled-continuity
thin plate, bilinear interpolator.
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best. The convergence rates for the thin plate without dis
continuities (Fig. 12) and continuous membrane (Fig. 13)
are even faster. Compared to coarse-to-fine Gauss-Seidel
relaxation (Fig. 14), the hierarchical conjugate gradient
algorithm is much faster.

The convergence rate of the hierarchical conjugate gra
dient algorithm also depends on the choice of the regu
larization parameter A. As A ---> 0, the data component of
the energy equation (9) starts to dominate and the condi-

The residual of this energy equation is

1'1 = SL(b l - AllSllYI - A I1 S 12Y2 - A 12Y2)

= Sf1Plr. (17)

This last expression is equivalent to applying S'T to the
residual vector with zeros at the fixed locations, and then
sampling at the free variables.

The structure of the final hierarchical conjugate gra
dient algorithm with hard constraints is thus quite simple.
We compute the residual using the usual equations, then
zero out the components corresponding to the fixed vari
ables. We then apply the new transform S' T going up the
pyramid (ignoring contributions from points which are
fixed), and zero out the resulting hierarchical residual
vector at fixed node locations. A sweep down the pyramid
using S' (ignoring contributions to the fixed points) com
pletes the computation of the smoothed residual 1'. The
algorithm can then proceed as before.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Convergence of Iterative Algorithms

To evaluate the performance of our new algorithm, we
ran a number of experiments on synthetic and real data
sets. The set of points used in the first set of runs is the
one shown in Fig. l(a). For each of the three models tested
(membrane, thin plate, and controlled-continuity thin
plate), the optimal solution x* for the 33 X 33 grid was
computed by using 2000 iterations of conjugate gradient
descent. For each experiment (defined by a suitable choice
of interpolator and number of levels), the root mean
squared (RMS) error

ek = IXk - x* I/~
was plotted as a function of the number of iterations k.

Fig. 8 shows the effects of varying the number of
smoothing levels in the pyramid (L) on the convergence
rate. The topmost curve (L = 1) is the convergence rate
of the usual nodal basis conjugate gradient descent algo
rithm. The surprising result is that the fastest convergence
is obtained when L = 4 and L = 5 instead of L = 6 (the
full pyramid). Fig. 9 (L = 4) and 10 (L = 6) show the
state of the hierarchical conjugate gradient algorithm after
1, 10, and 100 iterations. Initially, the larger number of
smoothing levels used leads to a faster convergence. As
time goes on, however, the large number of levels tends
to over-smooth the residual vector. It seems that the op
timum number of levels to be used is related to the density
of the underlying data points (see Section VI-B). We are
currently investigating methods for determining the opti
mal number of levels based on this information (i.e.,
based on the local structure of the stiffness matrix A).
Another possibility might be to adjust the number of lev
els adaptively during the relaxation.

Fig. 11 shows the effects of using different interpolators
on the convergence rate (for this plot, the best value of L,
usually 4 or 5, was used). The bilinear interpolator and
bilinear interpolator with discontinuities seem to work the
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Fig. 10. Hierarchical conjugate gradient (L = 6) relaxation example after
(a) I iteration, (b) 10 iterations, (c) 100 iterations.

Fig. 12. Algorithm convergence as a function of L: thin plate, bilinear
interpolator.
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Fig. II. Algorithm convergence as a function of interpolator: controlled
continuity thin plate, L = 4 or 5.

Fig. 13. Algorithm convergence as a function of L: membrane, bilinear
interpolator.

tion number of the matrix A increases. To investigate this
effect empirically, we ran the same controlled-continuity
thin plate as before, but with smaller and larger values of
A. Fig. 15 shows the convergence rate of A = 0.1. Com
pared to Fig. 8, we see that the algorithm converges more
slowly. The opposite effect is seen if we set A = 10 (Fig,
16).

As we discussed in the previous section, the alternative
to using small A when doing interpolation is to use hard

constraints. The convergence of the resulting true inter
polation algorithm is shown in Fig. 17. The convergence
rates are slower than for A = 1, but faster than for A =
0.1. As A is decreased further, the advantage of using hard
constraints becomes more pronounced.

The hierarchical basis conjugate gradient algorithm has
also been tested on real digital terrain data interpolated
over large meshes. Fig. 18 shows an example of data that
was obtained from matching isolated features in a stereo
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Fig. 16. Algorithm convergence for A = 10: controlled-continuity thin
plate, bilinear interpolator.
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erations of hierarchical conjugate gradient.
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Fig. 15. Algorithm convergence for A = 0.1: controlled-continuity thin
plate, bilinear interpolator.

Fig. 17. Algorithm convergence for true interpolator (hard constraints):
controlled-continuity thin plate, bilinear interpolator.

pair of aerial images. Fig. 18(a) shows one of the two
intensity images that was input to the STEREOSYS stereo
matching system [39]. Fig. 18(b) shows the set of 7696
matches that were produced by this algorithm in a subre
gion of this image. These points were then given as sparse
elevation constraints to the thin plate interpolating pro
gram. The resulting dense elevation map ( 106 X 99 grid)
is shown as a contour map in Fig. 18(c).

Fig. 19 shows the relative performance of a number of
relaxation algorithms that were applied to the data set in
Fig. 18 [40]. The topmost curve corresponds to weighted
Jacobi relaxation (w = 0.25), which is the slowest of the
algorithms tested. The second curve is for Gauss-Seidel,
which initially converges faster but then also tails off.
Conjugate gradient does better and continues to converge
towards the solution at a reasonable rate. Using precon-
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(19)

(20)

(18)

B. Eigenvalues and Condition Numbers

The experimental results we have presented demon
strate that the hierarchical basis conjugate gradient algo
rithm offers dramatic speedups over traditional single-res
olution algorithms. This speedup is due to the decrease in
condition number as the stiffness matrix A is replaced by
the preconditioned matrix A.. Rather than simply relying
on our experiments to demonstrate this effect, we can ac
tual1y compute the condition numbers for A and A. and
predict the theoretical speedups available with this ap
proach.

The condition number of a symmetric positive definite
matrix A is the ratio of its largest and smallest eigenvalues

whereas for conjugate gradient we have

In generaL numerical methods for minimizing a func
tional tend to behave badly if the condition number of the
Hessian A is large. In particular. it can be shown that the
number of iterations required to reduce the solution error
by a factor E is bounded from above by some function of
K (A) [34]. Let p (E) be the smallest integer k such that

Ilxk - x*t < Ellxo - x*t,

where II x A II = (x TAx) 1/2 is called the energy norm. For
steepest descent methods, we have

Pk = (Xk-I . Xd/(Xk-l . Xk~l)

_ /( )1/2Xk = Xk Xk - 1 • Xk - I ,

involves repeatedly evaluating the sparse matrix/vector
product Ax and provides an approximation to the largest
eigenvalue An == Pk and its associated eigenvector 1>n
Xd(Xk . Xk )1/2. Inverse iteration.

AXk = Xk~1

The difference between these two formulas is significant.
For a moderately large condition number (e.g., K = 104

).

reducing the error by a factor of E = 1O~4 would take over
46,000 steps of steepest descent but only 426 steps of
conjugate gradient descent.

To compute the minimum and maximum eigenvalues,
we can use forward and inverse iteration [411. Forward
iteration,

Pk = (Xk' xk-d/(Xk' xd

Xk = Xd(Xk . Xk )1/2,

requires repeatedly solving the equations Ax = z and pro
vides an approximation to the smallest eigenvalue AI ==
Pk and its associated eigenvector 1>1 == Xk. These algo-
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Fig. 18. Surface interpolated from sparse elevation data: (a) sample aerial
photograph from stereo pair (b) matched points from stereo pair (c) in
terpolated thin plate solution on 106 x 99 grid.
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Fig. 19. Algorithm convergence for stereo data set: thin plate. bilinear in
terpolator.

(a)

ditioning with hierarchical basis functions dramatical1y
speeds up the convergence of conjugate gradient. Ini
tial1y, the speedup is proportional to the number of
smoothing levels. As the iterations progress. however. the
versions using an intermediate number of smoothing lev
els (L = 3 and L = 4) have the best performance. The
algorithm was also tested on contour maps extracted from
a complete (dense) terrain map and interpolated over a
256 x 256 grid [40].
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Fig. 21. Eigenvectors for preconditioned stiffness A with L = 3: (a) Al =
0.003979, (b) AI089 = 121.44.

(a) (b)

Fig. 20. Eigenvectors for original stiffness A: (a) A, = 0.000827. (b) AIOSO

= 77.52.

(b)(a)

that Yserentant analyzed in his paper [12]. However, he
analyzed a model problem where there were no inhomo
geneous data constraints inside the solution domain,
whereas in our case, we have sparse data constraints
throughout. This explains why for our data sets, using the
maximum number of smoothing levels possible is not the
best choice.

We can also study the dependence of the condition
numbers on the regularization parameter ~ ( not to be con
fused with the eigenvalues ~l and ~ n)' Table V shows this
dependence. The first line (~ = O. 1) shows the growth
in condition number as the smoothness constraint is re
duced (Section V). It also shows how the optimal number
of smoothing levels grows with the overall smoothness of
the solution.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison to Multigrid

From the experiments described in the previous sec
tion, we see that the hierarchical basis conjugate gradient
algorithm is dramatically faster than single-resolution
conjugate gradient (which is itself much faster than
Gauss-Seidel). Similar speedups have been reported using
multigrid techniques [8]. Based on our experience in hav
ing implemented both algorithms, we believe that the hi
erarchical basis conjugate gradient is better suited for
computer vision applications for three reasons: ease of
implementation, suitability for massively parallel archi
tectures, and wider range of applicability.

When designing a multigrid algorithm [35], we must

6Actually, the eigenvectors are in the hierarchical basis cfJ. so what we
display are the eigenvectors transfonned back into the nodal basis <1>' =

scfJ.
70nly a single data point appears in this eigenvector since it was the

only one coincident with higher level grids. This points out some of the
asymmetry of the hierarchical basis with the respect to data point place
ment.

rithms for computing the eigenvalues are easy to add to
our existing surface interpolation algorithm since they do
not involve any matrix factorization or determinant com
putation. Inverse iteration, however, can be quite slow.

When applied to our synthetic nine point example, the
forward and inverse iteration procedures produce the two
eigenvalues shown in Fig. 20(a) (~I = 0.000827) and
(b) (~I089 = 77 .52). The eigenvector corresponding to
the smallest eigenvalue shows the low-frequency com
ponent, which is the slowest to die out in traditional sin
gle-resolution relaxation. The eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue shows the high-frequency com
ponent that dies out quickly. We can similarly compute
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the preconditioned
maxtrix A using a combination of forward/inverse itera
tion and the basis transform routines S, S T, S -I , and S - T.

Fig. 21(a) (~l = 0.003979) and (b) (~I089 = 121.44)
show the eigenvectors6 for the hierarchical basis discre
tization with L = 3. The low-frequency eigenvector has
a larger eigenvalue associated with it than before (which
is good, since it decreases the condition number). The
high-frequency eigenvector shows some influence of mul
tiresolution smoothing. 7

Table I shows the change in condition number and min
imum/maximum eigenvalues as the number of smoothing
levels in the hierarchical basis is changed. The smallest
condition number is obtained for L = 3, which is close to
the optimum L = 4 observed in Fig. 8. Table I also shows
how the condition numbers vary with the size of the grid.
As expected, the condition numbers increase for finer
meshes. The optimum number of smoothing levels also
increases with the grid size, which indicates that there is
an optimum smoothing level independent of the fine grid
size.

Table II shows the change in condition number as the
interpolator and number of smoothing levels are changed.
From the error plots in Fig. 11, it seemed that the rate of
convergence was not very dependent on the choice of in
terpolator. Table II, on the other hand, shows that using
the bilinear interpolator with discontinuities significantly
reduces the condition number, and hence the theoretical
rate of convergence. It is difficult to say if this difference
will tum out to be significant in practice, where the con
vergence depends not only on the condition number, but
also on the starting state.

The condition numbers for the thin plate and membrane
interpolators without discontinuities are shown in Tables
III and IV. The condition numbers for both of these cases
are lower to start with and show a much more moderate
growth with grid size when the hierarchical basis set is
used. These two cases are more similar to the problem
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TABLE I

CONDITION NUMBER FOR CONTROLLED-CONTINUITY SPLINE AS A FUNCTION

OF GRID SIZE AND NUMBER OF SMOOTHING LEVELS. BILINEAR

INTERPOLATOR, A = I.

£=6£=3 I £=4 I £=5£-2£-1- -

61.24 50.25 170.73 453.94 i: ~9x9 if.iiiiiffi o:orrm Q.iiOs643 o:Oo867s

7601 4279 19752 52307 K. K.

55.31 104.26 162.68 287.05 614.49
~17 x 17 Q.iiii2629 ii:006596 il.iiOffi8 0.006064 ii:006fi4

21036 15807 22415 47334 100509 K.

77.52 88.50 121.44 164.97 289.62 633.14

33 X 33 0.000827 ii:ii0269o ii:003ii7ii 0:004080 0.003729 ii:003ffi:

93788 32896 30524 40433 77664 168792
255.49 203.39 203.53 204.27 205.75 211.07

65 X 65 o:OoOffi o:iiiiii83o if.Oiilij'i1 0.002177 Q.Oli2i9s Q.Oii2i'ii2

1155631 244980 112394 93843 93626 100409

g~id I
~

TABLE II
CONDITION NUMBER FOR CONTROLLED-CONTINUITY SPLINE AS A FUNCTION

OF INTERPOLATOR AND NUMBER OF SMOOTHING LEVELS. 33 X 33 GRID

SIZE, A = 1.

I £=1 I £=2 1£=3 I £=4 I £=5
gnd
size

77.52 128.28 166.52 230.82 285.80 626.86

linear if.iiOiiii27 ii:Oii2642 0:003692 ii:ii03ii54 o:iiii336ii o:iiCi3388

93788 48559 45098 63168 84838 185042
77.52 88.50 121.44 164.97 289.62 633.14

bilinear 0:00am o.iiii269ii o:Oo397ii if.Oo408o o.oo3'ffi 0.003751

93788 32896 30524 40433 77664 168792
bilinear 77.52 88.50 121.44 164.95 286.20 621.97

wi discon. 0:00am o:oii2ffi o:oo873i' Q.iiI6276 il.Oiiffi3 0':iiii7940
93788 29725 13909 10135 34183 78336

71.52 113.95 194.75 259.92 364.62 136.69

biquadratic 0:00am ii:ii02'Mi If.Ooffiii 0.005631 0':ii04ge6 0':ii060ii1
93788 40102 37671 46111 73426 147319

71.52 101.94 197.06 211.00 408.37 822.12

bicubic ii:OoQ'ij'27 ii:ii02'Mi o:Oo3f69 'ii:003ii99 Q.Oii339ij o:oo34i6
93788 38596 52279 73263 120146 240816

TABLE III
CONDITION NUMBER FOR THIN PLATE AS A FUNCTION OF GRID SIZE AND

NUMBER OF SMOOTHING LEVELS. BILINEAR INTERPOLATOR, No

DISCONTINUITIES, A = I.

TABLE IV

CONDITION NUMBER FOR MEMBRANE AS A FUNCTION OF GRID SIZE AND

NUMBER OF SMOOTHING LEVELS. BILINEAR INTERPOLATOR, No

DISCONTINUITIES, A = 1.

51.21 50.36 110.78 453.91 i: ~9 X 9 Q.Offiii Q.iiffi6 0.02998 omm
2289 1194 5695 22558 K. K.

55.36 104.28 162.70 287.01 614.55
~17x17 0.00608 o:02ffi ii:ii389o 0.02798 o.oI9ii8

9105 4672 4182 10262 32210 K.

11.65 88.51 121.57 165.15 289.62 633.46

33 X 33 if.Ooffi 0.00615 0.02211 o:oms 0.02689 If.0186O
49691 14402 5498 4360 10769 34056

grid
Slze £=1 £=2 £=3 £=4 £=5 £=6

55.44 54.83 112.95 455.96
~ ~9x9 im85 1.0038 0.6119 0.5161

11tl 55 257 882 K. K.

59.14 109.26 161.10 290.62 616.55
~17 X 17 o:09i6 0.3309 Q.7ffi Q.4ffi 03ill

652 330 232 597 1743 K.

83.41 92.57 124.11 161.05 293.11 635.35

33 X 33 o.om 0:0906 o:mo 0.5191 li:39f2 0.2776

3589 1022 382 288 749 2289

first devise a hierarchy of problems, i.e., for each level,
we must rederive the finite element equations (this often
involves averaging data from the finer level). We also
have to specify both the injection (subsampling) and pro
longation (interpolation) operations, as well as to choose
an interlevel coordination scheme. With hierarchical basis
functions, only a single interpolation function needs to be
specified. There is no need to explicitly build a pyramid
for representation or computation (this is also true for

some multigrid techniques). Most of the computation pro
ceeds in parallel at the fine level, with only occasional
excursions up or down the virtual pyramid for summing
or smoothing. 8 Since we can choose the interpolation
function (hierarchical basis) independent of the problem
being solved, we have much greater flexibility. For ex-

8Recently, concurrent multigrid techniques have been developed which
also make full use of processors in a massively parallel architecture [42].
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TABLE V
CONDITION NUMBER FOR CONTROLLED-CONTINUITY SPLINE AS A FUNCTION

OF REGULARIZATON PARAMETER A AND NUMBER OF SMOOTHING LEVELS,

33 X 33 GRID SIZE. BILINEAR INTERPOLATOR. A = 1,

grid
size £=1

52.06 76.05 120.51 159.62 288.70 635.75

,\ = 0.1 o:iiOOOffi ~ o.oii039s2 0.0004084 0.0003732 0.0003754

1843436 282408 302658 390847 773508 1693483
77.52 68.50 121.44 164.97 289.62 633,14

,\ = 1.0 0.000827 if.OO2ii9ii ii:iiii3979 o:oo4iiiiO o:oom9 o:ooJffi

93788 32896 30524 40433 77664 168792
635,02 506.03 507.20 510.54 514.91 516.70

,\ = 10.0 o:oosro if.02ii5ij if.ii3m o:ii4042 0:03699 Q.03ffi

78435 19032 12860 12629 13922 13884
6345.70 5060.18 5071.73 5103.24 5136.92 5140.44

,\ = 100.0 if.ii8e139s 'ii:23ffi3 03ii3i38 ~ 0.343573 0:346246

95944 21876 13940 13702 14951 14846

ample, wavelets [43] could be used as an alternative to
the polynomial bases that we have studied in this paper.

In our own implementation of multigrid, we were un
able to achieve a convergence much better than that of the
simple coarse-to-fine algorithm shown in Fig. 14. This is
probably due to the inhomogeneous nature of the sparse
data constraints, and could be remedied by carefully tai
loring the injection and prolongation operations. This
serves to point out one of the weaknesses of traditional
multigrid, which is designed for solving smooth homo
geneous partial differential equations with known bound
ary conditions. For computer vision problems, the task
often involves integrating sparse data with varying de
grees of uncertainty scattered over the visual field [25].
In such a situation, using conjugate gradient descent com
bined with hierarchical basis functions will still work
when a simple implementation of multigrid might fail. 9

B. Relative Representations

The hierarchical basis function representation is closely
related to relative multiresolution representations, where
the surface being modeled is obtained by summing the
values at the various pyramid levels [25], [16]. In the hi
erarchical basis representation, the number of variables is
the same as in the fine level representation, and the trans
formation between nodal and hierarchical bases is inevi
table. It is therefore easy to formulate problems on the
fine grid and solve them on the pyramid. An alternative
to this approach is to use a full pyramid, which has more
degrees of freedom than the original problem. To make
the problem well-posed, we must equip each level with
its own independent smoothness constraint, and require
that the sum of the levels match the data constraints [25].

"If we were interpolating the data to an extremely fine grid, then the
theoretical computation cost of full multigrid, which is 0 (n) [35], would
be better than that of hierarchical basis conjugate gradient, which is 0 (n
log n) [12], However, it is rare for computer vision problems to be so
largely underconstrained and to require such high-resolution results,

This alternative is currently being investigated, along with
other concurrent multigrid algorithms [16].

C. Extensions
The hierarchical basis S is an example of a precondi

tioner, which helps to reduce the condition number of the
stiffness A. Another popular choice for the preconditioner
is A -1/2, where A is the diagonal matrix formed from A.
This diagonal scaling [34] produces a preconditioned
stiffness matrix A with all ones on the diagonal, and is
quite effective at reducing the adverse effects of stiff data
constraints (large w;' s or small A). We are currently in
vestigating how to combine diagonal scaling with hierar
chical basis functions to obtain a method that automati
cally determines the best number of smoothing levels.
Ideally, we would like our bases (preconditioners) to
match the natural eigenvectors of the system as closely as
possible, which would provide optimal speedups for our
relaxation. In practice, we are constrained to finding hi
erarchical bases (i.e., ones which are recursively defined)
that limit the amount of computation involved in the
smoothing/scaling step.

The hierarchical basis function idea can easily be ex
tended to domains other than two-dimensional surfaces.
It could just as easily be applied to 3-D elastic models
that use cylindrical coordinates [14], or to 3-D elastic net
models built from a recursively tessellated sphere [25].
They are easy to implement because we do not have to
create a whole family ofrelated problems, as in multigrid.
Instead, we can simply define a multiresolution set of ba
sis functions (e.g., relying on the recursive tessellation of
the method) and apply it as a preconditioner.

We are currently examining the application of our new
approach to other computer vision problems such as shape
from shading [44]. Here, the nonlinear nature of the data
constraints (due to the nonlinear reflectance map) causes
problems with traditional multigrid implementations [9],
[45]. By using our hierarchical basis functions, we can
solve the fine-level problem without any multiresolution
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approximations, and simply use the hierarchical basis to
speed up the relaxation.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for
efficiently solving surface interpolation and other regular
ized computer vision problems. The algorithm is based on
the hierarchical basis functions devised by Yserentant.
Because of the recursive formulation of the basis set, con
version between the usual nodal basis and the hierarchical
basis is extremely efficient. This allows us to devise a new
conjugate gradient descent algorithm which uses a
smoothed version of the residual vector to determine the
new candidate direction. This new algorithm is easy to
implement, both on serial and parallel machines. On a
serial machine, the smoothing step takes 0 (n) opera
tions, where n is the number of nodes. On a parallel ma
chine, O(log n) parallel steps must be used.

The new conjugate gradient algorithm has been tested
on a number of synthetic and natural data sets. It performs
much better than single resolution schemes and coarse-to
fine relaxation. The optimal number of levels to be used
in the smoothing pyramid and the optimal choice of in
terpolator seem to be problem dependent. Fortunately, this
choice does not significantly affect the speedups available
with this technique.

Because of the simplicity of the central idea in the al
gorithm (the multiresolution smoothing of the residual
vector), this same algorithm is applicable to a wide vari
ety of numerical relaxation problems, including those in
volving 3-D energy-based models. We are currently in
vestigating other multiresolution relaxation schemes, in
order to find efficient relaxation algorithms that can be
implemented on parallel architectures and to build better
multiresolution descriptions of the visual world.
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